
UK WFB Masters 2013!!
The UK WFB Masters will be held on Saturday 11th – Sunday 12th January 2014 at;!!
The Northwest Gaming Centre!
Hallam Street!
Heaviley !
Stockport !
SK2 6PT!!
Huge thanks to Darren for ensuring that this event will continue to be free for the players, he has 
provided the venue and food on Saturday and Sunday lunch.  !!
The various events at this year's Masters Weekend will be taken care of in separate rulespacks, 
this one is for Warhammer fantasy. !!
As in previous years the invites for warhammer fantasy will be sent out as soon as possible after 
the close of the season on the 2nd weekend in December.!!
Invites will be given to Tom 'The Master' Mawdsley and the Top 15 players in the Rankings HQ/
Element Games UK warhammer fantasy rankings. !!
In the event of places being duplicated or invites not accepted they will be passed on to the next 
player in the rankings.  Invites need to be replied to by midnight on Sunday 22nd December or they 
will be passed to the next player.!!
The Rules!!

6 Games. (3 games on Saturday and 3 games on Sunday)!
Rulebook warhammer, scoring and scenarios (1 each, in a random order).!
2000 points.!
Tomb Kings, Wood Elves and Beastmen get 2400 points. (counts as 2000 points for Blood and 
Glory fortitude)!
Armies allowed are all Warhammer Army Books and the Chaos Dwarf army list from 
Tamurkhan. Battlescroll: Belakor can be used as can any other new units or characters 
released before list submission date. Battlescroll formations will not be allowed. !!

The Scoring!!
The tournament will be ranked by most overall tournament points scored.  In the event of a tie 
breaker being required battle points scored then victory points scored will be used.!!
Tournament points are broken down into Battle, Paint and List Submission scores.!!

Battle points!!
30 points for a Win!
10 points for a Draw!
0 points for a Loss!!!!



Paint Points!!
This is the basic level that we require every army at the masters to adhere: !!

All parts of all models are neatly and appropriately painted and shaded or highlighted. All bases 
are painted and textured.  "!

Models that do not meet this standard will be removed from the event. !!
Players meeting this requirement without having models removed will be awarded 20 painting 
points. !!
An extra 5 painting points are awarded for having a cohesive army.!!
An extra 5 painting points are awarded for all units of more than a single model having 
appropriately sized painted movement trays.!!

List Submission Points!!
20 List Submission Points will be awarded for submitting a legal list to before the end of 
2013. This should be sent to armylists@baddice.co.uk !!
This mailbox will be checked by Ed Morris in the new year (and not before) Any lists that arrived in 
2014 will not get these points neither will any list found to be not legal. !!
Closed lists will be published prior to the event as will the 1st round draw. !!
5 List Submission points will be awarded to players who do not publish their list online before the 
official lists announcement.  !!
5 List Submission points will be awarded to players for submitting a list in the correct format.  
The format used will be as used at the Blood and Glory event and shown HERE!!
 !

A Comment Sports Points!!
There has never been and I hope there will never be any need for sports points at the masters. 
There will how ever be zero tolerance for funny business, time wasting (and time keeping!) bad 
attitude or any other behaviour that should not be expected at a gaming table (think of this as the 
first warning).  It's unfortunate that I have to include this in the rules pack but the actions of a few 
over past years have soured it for the rest. !!
Awards!!
The following awards will be given out:!!
1st - The Master!
2nd!
3rd!
Best Painted army - Player Vote


